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Abstract 

Bawaneh, Mohammad Abdullah.  Intensity Based Triangular Fringe Projection 

Technique for Surface Profilometry Measurements.  MSc. Thesis, Yarmouk 

University, 2017. (Supervisor Dr. Sami Al-Hamdan). 

Three Dimensional (3D) shape measurements are used in many applications such as 

object recognitions, and industrial applications.  One of the popular 3D shape 

measurement techniques is the use of fringe projection methods.  In this technique, 

structured fringe patterns are projected on the targeted object; then the reflected image is 

captured and analyzed with one of several approaches to reconstruct the 3D shape of that 

object.  In the current study, a new intensity based technique has been developed to 

resolve some issues with a previous algorithm that uses saw-tooth fringes.  The technique 

relies on fringe projection of triangular fringe patterns.  Image enhancement and noise 

removal techniques are applied on the captured image to enhance the results.  The 

enhanced images are then analyzed to calculate the height distribution of the targeted 

object using triangulation.  In this study, both simulation and real practical experiments 

are performed to test this new technique.  Three different objects with smoothly varying 

surfaces are tested using the simulation experiments according to two cases: a free noise 

case and an added noise case, while two other real objects with similar characteristics are 

used in the practical experiments.   Weighted mean filter was tailored for image 

enhancement of the captured images.  The algorithm is able to reconstruct original objects 

to an acceptable degree, and the root mean square error (RMSE) is relatively low in the 

simulation experiment.  Moreover, a practical experiment has been done.  The used setup 

contains a projector to project triangular fringe patterns, a camera to capture the reflected 

images, and a PC for generating fringe patterns, and storing and processing the reflected 

images from the camera.  However, the results of reconstruction in the practical case are 

not very satisfying; it has an RMSE equals to 0.8997.  The new algorithm speeds up the 

execution time by 2.326 relative to the saw-tooth algorithm in the practical case.  

MATLAB software is used for all programming purposes in this study such as, the 

experiment simulation, fringe patterns generation …etc. 

 Keywords:  Profilometry, Fringe Patterns, Triangular Fringe Patterns, 3D measurement, 

Shape Measurement, Fringe Projection 
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1 Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 What is 3D shape measurement  

Three Dimensional (3D) shape measurements are used in many fields and applications, 

such as object recognitions, clothing designs and industrial applications like robot sensing 

for objects and their dimensions in the space and others.  Additionally, they are the core 

of a design when there is an industrial product which must follow a specific shape and 

dimensions.  For example, several scanning techniques for 3D reconstruction of anatomy 

can be used, like using 3D computerized images for orthodontic instead of using plaster 

orthodontic models which are more efficient and easier in taking tooth measurement.  

Also these images are able to be sent anywhere for research or consultation requests 

(Adaškevičius and Vasiliauskas, 2015). 

Another example of using scanning techniques is the measurements of human body parts.   

Foot scanning in footwear development applications leads to evolutionary products; 

particularly for persons who need customized measurements such as players.  Figure 1.1 

shows foot scanning (Telfer and Woodburn, 2010).  

 
Figure 1.1: 3D image for foot scanning(Telfer and Woodburn, 2010). 
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3D shape measurement techniques could apply two methods: contact or non-contact 

methods.  In the contact method a physical connection between the measurement tool and 

the targeted object is to be made.  The problem in this method is that it is slow and not 

possible on some objects such as soft ones, In addition, it may damage some type of 

objects like lenses for example (Salvi et al., 2010). 

In the current study, the focus will be on non-contact methods in which there is no 

physical connection with the object.  Thus it will be more flexible and has no effect on 

the object. In addition, it is faster and more accurate than the contact method (Chen et al., 

2007),(Zhang, 2012).   

With respect to non-contact 3D shape measurement techniques, there are two main types: 

active and passive.  Passive 3D shape measurement is used for dynamic objects which 

vary in location with time.  It does not use any kind of radiation.  Hence, it requires simple 

setup (Su and Zhang, 2010),  see Figure 1.2. 

 
Figure 1.2: Example of multi-camera passive 3D shape measurement system(Muquit 

and Shibahara, 2006). 

  On contrary active 3D shape measurement is based on a kind of radiation.  It can be 

classified into two main category: the first one is based on time delay, and the second is 
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based on triangulation.  Time delay is a way to measure the time delay between a 

projected light beam and the reflected beam from an object under measurements.  Since 

the light beam travels at the speed of light, the time delay from the instant of projecting 

the beam to the instant of detecting the reflected beam can be used to measure the distance 

from the point of reflection to the source.  Thus, a 3D map can be constructed by scanning 

the surface of the object.  Police speed laser detectors operates on the same principle. 

Triangulation uses structured light patterns which are projected on the targeted object to 

specify the 3D shape (Su and Zhang, 2010).  Fringe projection profilometry is a widely 

used technique; it is a non-contact method for 3D shape measurements of objects.  Fringe 

projection profilometry is based on the projection of a fringe pattern on the surface of the 

targeted object and the capturing of the reflected image by a camera.  This reflected image 

carries information about the targeted object which can be analysed using different 

techniques; such as Fourier transform profilometry, spatial phase detection …etc, to 

compute the surface map (Wu et al., 2013).  See Figure 1.3 and 1.4. 

 

Figure 1.3: Example of an active 3D shape measurement system (Xu et al., 2014). 
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Figure 1.4: Fringe projection profilometry system (Wu et al., 2013). 

Fringe patterns are generated by several interferometric techniques such as grating 

projection system, spatial light modulator, programmable  Liquid Crystal Display 

(LCD) …etc.  Digital Light Processing (DLP) and LCD projectors provide flexibility to 

project different patterns generated by a personal computer (PC) (Gorthi and Rastogi, 

2010). 

1.2 Fringe Patterns 

There is more than one option of fringe patterns, such as sinusoidal and triangular 

patterns.  In this section, some patterns that are used in fringe projection technique will 

be discussed:  

1.2.1 Sinusoidal Fringe Patterns 

Sinusoidal patterns are studied mostly, we can generate it by laser interferometer or using 

computer software to project these patterns on the targeted object.  After that the deformed 

sinusoidal intensity reflected from the surface of an object is used for height calculations 

(Zhang, 2012).  See Figures 1.5 and 1.6. 
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Figure 1.5: One dimensional sinusoidal fringe patterns (Zervas et al., 2011). 

 

Figure 1.6: Two dimensional Sinusoidal fringe patterns (Zervas et al., 2011). 

1.2.2 Binary Patterns 

In Binary patterns, there are only two values: 0 which indicates dark and 1 which indicates 

bright.  One of the advantages of these patterns is that these patterns are less effected by 

noise and many images have to be used.  However, resolution is good (Talebi et al., 2013), 

see Figure 1.7. 

 

Figure 1.7: One dimensional binary fringe patterns (Ayubi et al., 2010). 
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1.2.3 Saw Tooth Fringe Patterns  

Saw tooth fringe patterns are non sinusoidal, the intensity is increasing (from black to 

white) until reaching the maximum value and making an abrupt change from white to 

black.  This will be repeated many periods as shown in Figures 1.8, and 1.9 (Al-Hiary, 

2015), (Chen et al., 2005). 

 

Figure 1.8: One dimensional of saw tooth fringe pattern (Al-Hiary, 2015). 

 

Figure 1.9: Two dimensional of saw tooth fringe pattern (Al-Hiary, 2015). 

1.2.4 Triangular Fringe Patterns  

These patterns differ from saw tooth fringe patterns.  Triangular fringe patterns do not 

make a sharp drop from white to black.  See  Figure 1.10 and Figure 1.11 (Cao, 2015). 
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Figure 1.10: One dimensional triangular fringe patterns (Cao, 2015). 

 
Figure 1.11: Two dimensional triangular fringe patterns. 

1.3 Motivation and Problem Statement  

3D imaging is a technology that is widely used in many applications and is expanding 

rapidly.  Finding simple and inexpensive techniques for this technology is the main 

objective of this study.  Here, the researcher expects that using triangular fringe projection 

with intensity based technique has a potential in this industry. 

The main objective of the study is to modify the technique presented in Al-Hiary thesis 

(Al-Hiary, 2015) by changing the shape of the projected fringe pattern from saw-tooth to 

triangular.  This change of shape is expected to enhance results by eliminating the 

problems of the saw-tooth shape at the fringes boundaries.  In saw-tooth fringe patterns 

the abrupt change of light intensities at the fringe boundaries has caused errors that 

affected the accuracy and demanded extra computations to reduce their effect.  By using 
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triangular fringe patterns, the change of light intensities at the fringes boundaries is not 

abrupt; then, the results are expected to be more accurate with less computations.  

The problem with saw-tooth fringe pattern is the averaging of border pixels at edges 

between fringes periods that is inherent in digital cameras.  Since this is an abrupt change 

from white to black at the fringe periods, the pixels at borders do not reflect the actual 

intensities causing problems in accuracy and requiring extra work to remove such noise. 

See Figure 1.12, the arrow indicates the pixels with wrong intensity due to the averaging 

of border pixels at edges problem. 

 
Figure 1.12: Cross sectional line intensity of an object (Chen et al., 2005). 

In this study a triangular patterns was used for fringe projection to minimize the error 

caused by transition from white to black and enhance the performance.  A projector and 

a camera are used to project triangular patterns on the targeted object and to capture the 

reflected image.  This image is analysed and enhanced using image processing 

techniques.   

The main objective of the current study is get rid of the wrong intensities on the edges in 

the saw-tooth fringe projection technique which caused by the averaging that camera do.  

This will lead to speed up the system, because the curve fitting computations which 

needed to correct the intensities values on edges will eliminate.  
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1.4 Contribution 

The proposed algorithm in this study leads to the following contributions: 

 Developing a new 3D shape measurement technique that uses a triangular 

waveform shape for fringes as a better alternative technique to intensity 

based saw-tooth technique presented by Al-Hiary (2015). 

 Developing necessary image enhancement filter that are suitable for our 

new technique. 

1.5 Thesis Organization 

The current study contains six chapters.  An introduction and a solid literature review on 

3D reconstruction of objects are included in chapters 1 and 2.  Chapter 3 introduces the 

methodology and approach of the proposed algorithm.  Chapter 4 introduces simulation 

experiments to verify the correctness of the proposed algorithm.  Chapter 5 shows the 

practical experiments, and the needed steps and techniques to reconstruct 3D objects.  

Chapter 6 introduces discussion for our work.  Finally, conclusion and future work are 

suggested in chapter 7. 
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2 Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

3D shape measurements have been a hot topic for researchers in recent years.  Different 

techniques discovered and used. 

Furukawa and Kawasaki (2003) used a video camera and a laser projector that emits a 

laser plane not a beam, the laser is connected with LED markers as shown in Figure 2.1 

below. The process needs a laser plane beam to be projected on the targeted object 

producing a stripe on the object surface.  The stripe is moved across the object to scan the 

whole surface while a video camera is recording this stripe.  By analysing this video 

sequence and estimating the parameters of the marker plane; the dimensions of the object 

are obtained using triangular geometry.  Each pixel will take a specific depth in the 

captured image and is stored in a depth image. The system scans the same pixels more 

than one time, therefore, the average depth for each pixel is computed to minimize errors.  

The advantages of this system is that it can be used for parts of shape not for the whole 

shape; furthermore it is a low cost system. 

 
Figure 2.1: Marker attached laser projector-system configuration (Furukawa and 

Kawasaki, 2003). 
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Another technology to measure 3D object is the use of time-of-flight 3D camera.  It 

consists of CMOS chip and infrared light source, this source will beam the light on the 

object and the travel time of this light is measured and converted to depth information.  

This procedure is done for every pixel in the scene.  The user should determine the 

distance between the camera and a reference plane to determine the depth of a specific 

point of the object (the point of the reflected infrared light).  This scan is done from all 

viewpoints by rotating the object or by moving the camera around the object, it is a 

probabilistic multi-scan algorithm, see Figure 2.2.  (Cui et al., 2010). 

 
Figure 2.2: A scan from all viewpoints by moving the camera around the object (Cui et 

al., 2010). 

Chen et al. (2013) proposed a new 3D profile measurement system which uses the stereo 

vision technique.  In this system they used multiple cameras which are calibrated to work 

with each other as a single system.  These cameras can be grouped as pairs; each pair of 

camera works as a stereo vision system.  Moreover, each pair will work on a specific part 

on the targeted object to measure this part based on the principle of triangulation.  As a 

result, the data from each pair will be mapped to the global coordinate system and the 3D 

targeted object will be extracted. For the experiment setup see Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3: The proposed system using four cameras (Chen et al., 2013). 

The typical 3D shape measurements use fringe projection techniques and they are 

summarized by the following major steps: firstly, a structured light pattern is projected 

on the object surface causing a phase modulation between the object surface and the 

projected fringe patterns.  Secondly, the reflected image is recorded and analyzed to 

extract phase information, and finally, the height of the surface of the object is computed 

using the phase information extracted in the second step.  Different analysis techniques 

are used: the Fourier transform is perhaps the most popular spatial based detection 

algorithms (Takeda and Mutoh, 1983), the phase extracted is unwrapped using different 

methods, and finally the real heights of the object are computed (Gorthi and Rastogi, 

2010). 

Chen et al. (2007) combined color encoded stripes and cosinoidal intensity fringes to 

produce the projected fringe pattern.  The height phases on the edges of the strips in the 

color encoded strips can be obtained and this is used to calculate the heights of the object 

by triangular geometry. These height phases for each fringe are used to calibrate the 

relative phase distribution to obtain the absolute height phases. 
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Wang (2010) proposed in his dissertation to use phase shifting method which uses 

structured light technique.  Phase shifting method provides benefits such as high 

resolution and accuracy if the user project many patterns on the targeted object.  Wang 

suggested three approaches in phase shifting method in his dissertation.  Firstly, after 

projecting any fringe patterns, Wang proposed edge pattern strategy to achieve maximum 

signal to noise ratio. Secondly, for fast and reliable reconstruction he developed a novel 

strategy that used the period information.  Thirdly, Wang proposed a hybrid approach for 

3D reconstruction; this approach will use structured light with less number of patterns but 

taking the advantage of using information of phase and modulation data. Wang used two 

cameras (to take the advantage of multi-view), and DLP projector for the system setup as 

shown in Figure 2.4. 

 
Figure 2.4: The setup for the hybrid system proposed (Wang, 2010). 

Another technique is proposed that used Fourier transformation profilometry technique 

for the dynamic 3D shape measurements as follows: firstly a sinusoidal grating should be 

projected on the measured object; secondly multiple images are captured by a camera and 

saved on the computer directly.  Then, the data is processed as follows: the Fourier 

transform is used to obtain image spectra, and then a suitable band pass filter is applied 

in the frequency domain to get rid of most noise and DC component.  Then the inverse 
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Fourier transform is applied and the wrapped phase information is calculated; finally, 

phase unwrapping algorithm is applied to generate the unwrapped phase map which is 

used to reconstruct the heights of the measured object (Su et al., 2001), (Zhang and Su, 

2002). 

Gong and Zhang (2010) suggested a technique that is a combination of binary structured 

light and sinusoidal fringe analysis which will achieve high spatial resolution in addition 

to high temporal resolution.  They used a binary gray level (0 and 255), to make the 

operation of the digital micro mirrors as OFF or ON.  A digital micro mirror is a device 

that achieves precise light switching; it consists of an array of microscopic mirrors and 

each mirror refers to one pixel in the projected image.  The Fourier method is used for 3D 

shape measurement.  They used a camera, Digital Light Processing (DLP) projector and 

a lens in front of the projector to focus the projected image into a specific area to make 

sure that the brightness of the projected image is enough for the camera as shown in 

Figure 2.5. 

 
Figure 2.5: Photograph of the test system (Gong and Zhang, 2010). 

Fringe image generation by the DLP projector is applied with a specific projection rate; 

while the exposure time of the camera cannot be shorter than single channel projection 

time.  So, the camera must be synchronized with the DLP projector to capture the image, 

channel by channel, correctly. Gong and Zhang (2010) used Dell M109S projector which 
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is inexpensive projector and includes a high speed CMOS camera Phantom V9.1 which 

captures images with a rate of 2000 Hz in their experiment to verify the performance of 

the proposed system. 

One of the techniques that are used for 3D measurements is to project a fringe pattern on 

a reference flat plane to determine the correct distribution of the patterns on the flat plane 

and make it a reference.  After that, the pattern is projected onto the object and the 

reflected image is captured for both: the reference plane and the object.  3D information 

is found in the difference between the original (flat plane) image and object image and 

are analyzed by using a mathematical model.  On a specific point, the reflected intensity 

in the reference plane image will be shifted to another point in object image and by using 

the value of this shift and the triangulation geometry principles the heights of the object 

points can be calculated. See Figure 2.6 (the intensity reflected from C is the same 

reflected from D) (Hu et al., 2009), (Hu et al., 2006). 

 
Figure 2.6: Schematic diagram of 3D shape measurement system using fringe patterns 

technique (Hu et al., 2009). 

Cao (Cao, 2015) proposed a new approach in the fringe pattern profilometry (FPP) for 

3D profile measurements.  He implemented a fringe projection system for his experiment 

and he proposed to use triangular fringe patterns instead of using sinusoidal patterns due 

to their limitations which were discovered in previous studies.  Moreover, he solved the 
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problem of the shift unwrapping by proposing reliability guided and multiple wavelength 

algorithms.  Thus, he found a method for 3D profile measurements by projecting two 

wavelengths of triangular fringe patterns, see Figure 2.7. 

 

Figure 2.7: Triangular patterns projection experiments with two selected wavelength: 

(a) targeted objects, (b) and (c): fringe projection with different wavelength (Cao, 

2015). 

Al-Hiary (2015) proposed a new technique for 3D profilometry.  This technique used 

DLP projector and a charge coupled device (CCD) camera in addition to PC for 

computations and analysis of captured image (see Figure 2.8).  She used saw-tooth fringe 

patterns to project on the target (Figure 2.9).  The user need to project these patterns to 

reference flat plane and capture the reflected image.  Then, the user should project the 

same patterns on the targeted object.  After applying the suitable technique for noise 

removal on the captured images; the object depth information is calculated by 

triangulation.  The problem in this technique is the averaging of borders pixels at edges 

between fringe periods that is inherited in digital cameras.  When the transition from one 
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period to the next period happens, the borders pixels do not show the actual intensities 

due to the camera averaging and this causes problems in accuracy. 

 
Figure 2.8: Experiment setup of saw tooth projection (Al-Hiary, 2015). 

 
Figure 2.9: Saw tooth fringe patterns (Al-Hiary, 2015). 
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3 Chapter 3 

Methodology and Approach 

This chapter presents the triangular fringe patterns specifications and their advantages 

over saw-tooth fringe patterns, patterns generation, in addition to a simulation of 

triangular fringe patterns technique to verify the correctness of the proposed technique. 

3.1 Triangular Fringe Generation and Projection 

The triangular fringe patterns are periodic patterns which are increased gradually from 

minimum value to maximum value (from black to white) and back again to decrease 

gradually to the minimum value in one period (from white to black).  It is named 

triangular due to its wave shape which is similar to triangle, see Figure 3.1 which shows 

an example of triangular wave form with amplitude of 250 and period of 64. 

 
Figure 3.1: Triangular wave form, amplitude = 250, period =64. 

The intensity of triangular fringe patterns can be expressed in the following equations 

(Cao et al., 2014):  

 
𝑆(𝑥) =

2𝑎

𝑇𝜊
 𝑥, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 0 ≤  𝑥 ≤  

1

2
 𝑇𝜊 (1) 
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𝑆(𝑥) = 2𝑎 (1 −

𝑥

𝑇𝜊
) , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 

1

2
𝑇𝜊 ≤  𝑥 ≤  𝑇𝜊 (2) 

Where (a) is the amplitude, and (𝑇𝜊) is the period of the fringe. 

Triangular fringe patterns are generated using MATLAB software in gray color with 

intensity between (0) and (255) (in general) to project these patterns later to the measured 

objects. See Figure 3.2 which presents an example of triangular fringe patterns generated 

by MATLAB software, these patterns have an amplitude of 250 and period of 128 pixel. 

 
Figure 3.2: Triangular fringe patterns, amplitude = 250, period =128. 

3.2 The Selection of Triangular Fringe Patterns 

The triangular fringe patterns have an advantage over the saw-tooth fringe patterns.  The 

saw-tooth fringe patterns suffer from the abrupt change from white to black on boundaries 

(the end of all periods) which leads to make distortions and intensity averaging for pixels 

on boundaries which are inherited by digital cameras and the defocusing of the digital 
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projectors.  This abrupt change makes the pixels on boundaries not to reflect the actual 

intensity which requires extra works and computations to decrease its effect on the 

accuracy of measurement.  Since, triangular fringe patterns do not suffer from the abrupt 

change of intensity; the computations will be less and the accuracy will be better. 

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the difference between saw-tooth fringe patterns which have 

the abrupt change of intensity and triangular fringe patterns. 

 
Figure 3.3: One line selection for saw-tooth fringe patterns with amplitude of 250 and 

period of 64. 

 
Figure 3.4: One line selection for triangular fringe patterns with amplitude of 250 and 

period of 128. 
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Cao (2015) used a testing image that has just two levels of intensity (white and black) to 

illustrate the abrupt change problem in the practical field as shown in Figure 3.5. 

 
Figure 3.5: Tested image with two intensity levels (Cao, 2015). 

Theoretically, by taking one line of this image, it should have a wave that consists of only 

two values and should make an abrupt change when moving from white to black as shown 

in Figure 3.6. 

 
Figure 3.6: Intensity data of white and black image in theory (Cao, 2015). 

In real and practical fields, Cao found that after projection and capturing this image; the 

one line cross sectional had a distortion on the place of change from white to black.  As 

a result of this, it did not make an abrupt change as expected and it did not reflect the real 

intensity of pixels on this boundary.  This what happened in the saw-tooth fringe patterns 

on all boundaries. See Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7: One line cross sectional of the captured image (Cao, 2015). 

Hence, triangular fringe patterns are used as a new technique in this study; because it does 

not suffer from sharp drop and hence will avoid the distortion. 

3.3 Mathematical Derivation of Heights  

By triangulation, we can find a relationship between the difference in height within two 

points and the difference in light intensity at those two points.  So, the difference in height 

will be calculated from the intensity values of the reflected image by one of the two 

relations in equation (10) and equation (18) which can be proved by triangulation.  For 

the first have of the period see Figure 3.8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Schematic diagram for representation of ∆H (first half of the period). 
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Imax, Imin, P2, and P1 represent the parameters of the reflected fringe patterns from a 

flat surface. 

The slope of the first half of the fringe pattern (A1) can be written as: 

 𝐴1 = ( 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛)/(𝑃2 − 𝑃1) (3) 

Where (P2 – P1) is the period of the first half of a fringe cycle. 

As shown in the above Figure; the reflected light intensity from X2 is the same as the 

reflected light intensity from X3.  This happens if the object is removed. 

Thus, the below relation is found: 

 𝐼(𝑥2) − 𝐼(𝑥1) = 𝐴1 ∗ (𝑥3 − 𝑥1) (4) 

From Figure 3.8: 

 𝑇𝑎𝑛(𝜃) = (𝑥3 − 𝑥2)/ Δ𝐻 (5) 

Where (θ) is the angle between projector and camera, and ∆H is the difference in height 

between two points. 

So, X3 can be written as: 

 𝑥3 = 𝑥2 + tan(𝜃) ∗  Δ𝐻 (6) 

As a result of combining the relations (4) and (6), the following is found: 
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 𝐼(𝑥2) − 𝐼(𝑥1) = 𝐴1 ∗ ( 𝑥2 + tan(𝜃) ∗  Δ𝐻 − 𝑥1) (7) 

Let: 

Δ𝐼 = 𝐼(𝑥2) − 𝐼 (𝑥1) 

Δ𝑥 = 𝑥2 − 𝑥1 

Then: 

 Δ𝐼 = 𝐴1 ∗ (Δ𝑥 + tan(𝜃) ∗  Δ𝐻) (8) 

So: 

 
Δ𝐻 =

1

tan (𝜃)
∗ ( 

Δ𝐼

𝐴1
−  Δ𝑥)  (9) 

Let: 

𝛽 =
1

tan (𝜃)
 

𝛼1 =  
1

𝐴1
 

Then: 

 Δ𝐻 =  𝛽 ∗ ( 𝛼1 ∗ Δ𝐼 −  Δ𝑥) (10) 
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For the second half of the fringe period see Figure 3.9. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Schematic diagram for representation of ∆H (second half of the period). 

Imax, Imin, P2, and P1 represent the parameters of the reflected fringe patterns from a 

flat surface. 

The slope of the second half of fringe patterns (A2) can be written as: 

 𝐴2 = (𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥)/ (𝑃2 − 𝑃1) (11) 

Where (P2 - P1) is the period of the second half of a fringe cycle. 

As shown in Figure 3.9 the reflected light intensity from X2 is the same as the reflected 

light intensity from X3.  This happens if the object is removed. 

Thus, the below relation is found: 

 𝐼(𝑥1) − 𝐼(𝑥2) = 𝐴2 ∗ ( 𝑥1 − 𝑥3) (12) 
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From Figure 3.9: 

 𝑇𝑎𝑛(𝜃) = (𝑥3 − 𝑥2)/ Δ𝐻  (13) 

So x3 can be written as: 

 𝑥3 = 𝑥2 + tan(𝜃) ∗  Δ𝐻 (14) 

As a result of combining the relations (12) and (14), the following is found: 

 𝐼(𝑥1) − 𝐼(𝑥2) = 𝐴2 ∗ (𝑥1 − 𝑥2 − tan(𝜃) ∗  Δ𝐻) (15) 

Let: 

Δ𝐼 = 𝐼(𝑥2) − 𝐼(𝑥1) 

Δ𝑥 = 𝑥2 − 𝑥1 

Then: 

 Δ𝐼 = 𝐴2 ∗ (Δ𝑥 + tan(𝜃) ∗  Δ𝐻) (16) 

So: 

 
Δ𝐻 =  

1

tan (𝜃)
∗ (

Δ𝐼

𝐴2
−  Δ𝑥) (17) 

Let: 

𝛽 =  
1

tan (𝜃)
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𝛼2 =  
1

𝐴2
 

Then:  

 Δ𝐻 =  𝛽 ∗ (𝛼2 ∗ Δ𝐼 −  Δ𝑥) (18) 

Hence, the same equation in the first and the second half of the fringe period is used to 

calculate height differences but with different slope value which depends on the rising or 

decreasing half.  A1 (in the first half) = -A2 (in the second half). 

In this study, this equation has been used to calculate the height of every pixel in the 

captured image starting from left to right depending on the changing of intensity for each 

pixel and its previous pixel until reaching the final pixel in the line and then repeating 

these calculations in similar way to all lines.  The heights of all pixels in the image are 

calculated and the object is reconstructed. 
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4 Chapter 4 

      Simulation 

In this chapter, the simulation results are presented for both the ideal and non-ideal cases.  

Ideal cases are the ones with no noise except the error caused by rounding errors in 

computer calculation.  The non-ideal case is the ones in which noise is added to the fringe 

patterns image.  In this study, three objects simulation are presented.  Semi-sphere, car 

roof, and pyramid objects.  These objects was presented and coded by (Al-Hamdan and 

Hamad, 2008), so we use some code helping for generate these objects for making our 

simulation of the proposed algorithm on them. 

4.1 Simulation with Ideal Conditions 

4.1.1 Simulation of Semi-Sphere Object 

To verify the correctness of the new technique of the current study; semi sphere object 

was simulated by using MATLAB software.  The semi-sphere surface has maximum 

height of 75 pixels.  A corresponding fringe patterns was generated using relations (8) 

and (16) with maximum intensity of 222 and minimum intensity of 30, period of 32 pixels, 

and angle of projection of 15 degrees.  After generation of the corresponding triangular 

fringe patterns, heights calculated by calculating the difference in heights between 

adjacent pixels using equations (10) and (18).  Ideal conditions were assumed here.  

Figure 4.1 shows the simulated semi sphere object.  Figure 4.2 shows the corresponding 

triangular fringe patterns.  Figure 4.3 shows the reconstructed object. 
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Figure 4.1: The simulated semi sphere object. 

 
Figure 4.2: The corresponding triangular fringe patterns. 

 
Figure 4.3: The reconstructed object. 
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The new technique was very successful in reconstructing objects.  The result was tested 

by subtract the line 256 of the simulated object from the line 256 of the reconstructed 

object to see the difference in heights in the middle line between simulated object and 

reconstructed object which represents the error in the used technique. And it is found that 

the maximum absolute error was around 0.3 pixel; this error is caused by rounding errors 

in computer calculations by relations (8) and (16); since the heights of the original objects 

are analog and the results of corresponding intensities are rounded to integers to simulate 

the practical experiment. See Figure 4.4. 

 

Figure  4.4: The absolute error of the simulation in the mid line of the object. 

For describing the average error in the proposed algorithm; one of the most common 

methods for measuring the average error was used which is the root mean square error 

(RMSE) (Willmott and Matsuura, 2005), RMSE can be written as: 
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𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  √
∑ | 𝑒𝑖|2𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑛
 (19) 

So, the root mean square error in the middle line in the previous experiment was 

calculated and it was 0.1547 pixel. 

4.1.2 Simulation of Car Roof Object 

The second used object is the car roof object with maximum height of 100.  A triangular 

fringe patterns with maximum intensity of 222, minimum intensity of 30, period of 32; in 

addition to an angle of projection of 15 were used to simulate the projection.  See Figure 

4.5 to 4.7. 

 

Figure 4.5: The simulated car roof object. 
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Figure 4.6: The corresponding triangular fringe patterns. 

 

Figure 4.7: The reconstructed object. 

 

4.1.3 Simulation of Pyramid object 

The third used object is the pyramid object with maximum height of 60.  A triangular 

fringe patterns with maximum intensity of 222, minimum intensity of 30, period of 32; in 

addition to an angle of projection of 15 were used to simulate the projection.  See Figure 

4.8 to 4.10. 
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Figure 4.8: The original pyramid object. 

 

 

Figure 4.9: The corresponding fringe patterns. 

 

Figure 4.10: The reconstructed object. 
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4.2 Simulation with an Added Random Noise 

In real life and practical experiments, there are many problems causing a not ideal 

reconstruction.  Such as the noise which leads to capture noisy fringe patterns image, so 

to test the robustness of this algorithm; this problem was simulated by adding random 

noise to the fringe patterns generated with 0 mean and different standard deviation values 

(0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, and 5) (Berginc and Jouffroy, 2009), then a special filter was used to 

enhance the fringe image for illustrating the method of enhancement images that should 

be used in the practical experiment. 

Mean filter is used to enhance the image to make it more smooth.  However, in this study 

if mean filter is used, the values of intensity on the edges of fringe patterns period will be 

very smooth and their actual effect in the object reconstruction will be lost.  Hence, a 

special filter was made to save intensity values on edges from averaging and losing their 

actual effect. 

The special filter is 5 X 5 filter.  To illustrate how it works, see Figure 4.11: 

 

Figure 4.11: A 5 X 5 window of the special filter and the weights for every pixel 
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Every pixel has different weight; the desired pixel to filter has a weight of 4, the nearest 

pixels to the desired pixel (the 8 neighborhood) have a weight of 2, and finally the farthest 

ones have the less weight which is 1.  The mean value of these pixels is computed with 

considering their weights and the result will be the new value of the desired pixel.  

Equation 20 illustrates the filter computations. 

 
𝑁𝑒𝑤_𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =

∑ (𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙) ∗ (𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙)25
𝑖=1

∑ (𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙)25
𝑖=1

 (20) 

This special filter keeps the intensity values of edges appropriate enough to make their 

actual effect in the reconstruction process. 

As mentioned before, for testing the robustness of this method, a random noise was added 

to the fringe patterns generated and the special weighted mean filter was applied on the 

noisy fringe patterns to enhance the image to illustrate the method of image enhancement 

that should be used in the practical experiment.  Moreover, another 5 X 5 mean filter is 

applied on the reconstructed object after the reconstruction process to enhance the result.  

These are applied for the three objects. 

4.2.1 Simulation of Semi-Sphere with an Added Noise 

For the semi sphere object, the same height as the ideal case, the same fringe period, the 

same maximum and minimum intensities, and the same angle of projection are used.  A 

random noise with five distributions was added, all of them with 0 mean but with different 

standard deviation values (0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, and 5).  The results of this simulation is shown 

in Figures 4.12 to 4.16 which indicate that the method of this study is robust. 
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Figure 4.12: The original object. 
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a) 𝜎 = 0.1 

 

b) 𝜎 = 0.5 

 

c) 𝜎 = 1 

 

d) 𝜎 = 2 

 

e) 𝜎 = 5 

Figure 4.13: Noisy fringe patterns with different standard deviations of noise. 
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a) 𝜎 = 0.1 

 

b) 𝜎 = 0.5 

 

c) 𝜎 = 1 

 

d) 𝜎 = 2 

 

e) 𝜎 = 5 

Figure 4.14: Filtered fringe patterns by weighted mean filter with the different standard 

deviations of noise. 
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a) 𝜎 = 0.1 

 

b) 𝜎 = 0.5 

 

c) 𝜎 = 1 

 

d) 𝜎 = 2 

 

e) 𝜎 = 5 

Figure 4.15: Reconstructed objects with the different standard deviations of noise. 
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a) 𝜎 = 0.1 

 

b) 𝜎 = 0.5 

 

c) 𝜎 = 1 

 

d) 𝜎 = 2 

 

e) 𝜎 = 5 

Figure 4.16: Applying mean filter on the reconstructed objects with the different 

standard deviations of noise. 
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As we noticed in Figures 4.12 to 4.16; the method was able to reconstruct original object 

to an acceptable degrees.  Especially after applying mean filter on the reconstructed 

objects. 

4.2.2 Simulation of Car Roof with an Added Noise 

For the car roof object, the same height as the ideal case, the same fringe period, the same 

maximum and minimum intensities, and the same angle of projection are used.  A random 

noise with five distributions was added too, all of them with 0 mean but with different 

standard deviation values (0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, and 5).  See Figures 4.17 to 4.21. 

 
Figure 4.17: The original car roof object. 
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a) 𝜎 = 0.1 

 

b) 𝜎 = 0.5 

 

c) 𝜎 = 1 

 

d) 𝜎 = 2 

 

e) 𝜎 = 5 

Figure 4.18: Noisy fringe patterns with different standard deviations of noise. 
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a)  𝜎 = 0.1 b) 𝜎 = 0.5 

c) 𝜎 = 1 d) 𝜎 = 2 

 

𝑒) 𝜎 = 5 

Figure 4.19: Filtered fringe patterns by weighted mean filter with the different standard 

deviations of noise. 
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a) 𝜎 = 0.1 

 

b) 𝜎 = 0.5 

 

c) 𝜎 = 1 

 

d) 𝜎 = 2 

 

e) 𝜎 = 5 

Figure 4.20: Reconstructed objects with the different standard deviations of noise. 
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a) 𝜎 = 0.1 

 

b) 𝜎 = 0.5 

 

c) 𝜎 = 1 

 

d) 𝜎 = 2 

 
e) 𝜎 = 5 

Figure 4.21: Applying mean filter on the reconstructed objects with different standard 

deviations of noise. 
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4.2.3 Simulation of Pyramid with an Added Noise 

In the same manner as previous, and for the pyramid object, the same height as the ideal 

case, the same fringe period, the same maximum and minimum intensities, and the same 

angle of projection are used.  A random noise with five distributions was added too, all 

of them with 0 mean but with different standard deviation values (0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, and 5).  

See Figures 4.22 to 4.26. 

 

Figure 4.22: The original pyramid object. 
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a) 𝜎 = 0.1 

 

b) 𝜎 = 0.5 

 

c) 𝜎 = 1 

 

d) 𝜎 = 2 

 

e) 𝜎 = 5 

Figure 4.23: Noisy fringe patterns with different standard deviations of noise. 
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a)  𝜎 = 0.1 

 

b) 𝜎 = 0.5 

 

c) 𝜎 = 1 

 

d) 𝜎 = 2 

 

𝑒) 𝜎 = 5 

Figure 4.24: Filtered fringe patterns by weighted mean filter with the different standard 

deviations of noise. 
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a) 𝜎 = 0.1 

 

b) 𝜎 = 0.5 

 

c) 𝜎 = 1 

 

d) 𝜎 = 2 

 
e) 𝜎 = 5 

 

Figure 4.25: Reconstructed objects with the different standard deviations of noise. 
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a) 𝜎 = 0.1 

 

b) 𝜎 = 0.5 

 

c) 𝜎 = 1 

 

d) 𝜎 = 2 

 

e) 𝜎 = 5 

Figure 4.26: Applying mean filter on the reconstructed objects with the different 

standard deviations of noise. 
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4.3 Error Analysis 

To test the average error in the proposed technique; root mean square error (RMSE) is 

used which can be calculated by relation (19).  Since the random noise will differ from 

an execution to another due to the difference in the added noise from an execution to 

another because it is a random process; 5 execution trials were applied for each used 

standard deviation and the average RMSE for the five trials was calculated.   

4.3.1 Error Analysis for Semi-Sphere Simulation 

To calculate the average of RMSE values for each case of random noise distributions; 

five trials were executed for each case.  Table 4.1 shows RMSE results for each trial with 

all cases, and the average of RMSE values for each case. 

Table 4.1: RMSE results for different trials of execution for the semi sphere object with 

ideal and noisy cases, and the average RMSE results for each case. 

Trial  Ideal 

case 

𝝈 = 𝟎. 𝟏 𝝈 = 𝟎. 𝟓 𝝈 = 𝟏 𝝈 = 𝟐 𝝈 = 𝟓 

1 0.1547 0.4404 0.4058 0.4423 0.4073 0.6800 

2 0.1547 0.4174 0.3998 0.4063 0.4000 0.6643 

3 0.1547 0.4701 0.4051 0.4017 0.4756 0.7743 

4 0.1547 0.4185 0.4406 0.4170 0.4232 0.4514 

5 0.1547 0.4166 0.4217 0.4206 0.4293 0.6233 

Average RMSE 

(Pixel) 

0.1547 0.4326 0.4146 0.4176 0.4271 0.6387 

RMSE:MAX 

Height  

0.2% 0.6% 0.6% 0.6% 0.6% 0.9% 
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4.3.2 Error Analysis for Car Roof Simulation 

In the same manner as previous, Table 4.2 shows the RMSE results of the 5 trials of 

execution for each case; in addition to the average of RMSE values for each case. 

Table 4.2: RMSE results for different trials of execution for the car roof object with 

ideal and noisy cases, and the average RMSE results for each case. 

Trial  Ideal case 𝝈 = 𝟎. 𝟏 𝝈 = 𝟎. 𝟓 𝝈 = 𝟏 𝝈 = 𝟐 𝝈 = 𝟓 

1 0.0182 0.4234 0.4215 0.4531 0.4622 1.0581 

2 0.0182 0.4331 0.4354 0.4261 0.4325 0.9018 

3 0.0182 0.4493 0.4543 0.4347 0.4376 0.8569 

4 0.0182 0.4310 0.4557 0.4412 0.5125 0.5010 

5 0.0182 0.4521 0.4226 0.5556 0.6081 0.5583 

Average 

RMSE 

(Pixel) 

0.0182 0.4378 0.4379 0.4621 0.4906 0.7752 

RMSE:MAX 

Height 

0.02% 0.4% 0.4% 0.5% 0.5% 0.8% 

 

4.3.3 Error Analysis for Pyramid Simulation 

Table 4.3 shows the RMSE results of the 5 trials of execution for each case, in addition 

to the average of RMSE values for each case. 
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Table 4.3: RMSE results for different trials of execution for the pyramid object with 

ideal and noisy cases, and the average RMSE results for each case. 

Trial  Ideal case 𝝈 = 𝟎. 𝟏 𝝈 = 𝟎. 𝟓 𝝈 = 𝟏 𝝈 = 𝟐 𝝈 = 𝟓 

1 0 0.1376 0.1433 0.1374 0.1996 0.6120 

2 0 0.1384 0.1461 0.1420 0.1035 0.2790 

3 0 0.1015 0.1400 0.1083 0.3109 0.4424 

4 0 0.1394 0.1422 0.1915 0.2195 0.3576 

5 0 0.1429 0.1414 0.1401 0.1105 0.9893 

Average 

RMSE 

(Pixel) 

0 0.1320 0.1426 0.1439 0.1888 0.5361 

RMSE:MAX 

Height 

0% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.3% 0.9% 

 

Hence the method successfully measured heights of object in theoretical.  In real life and 

practical part there are many factors that affect the results such as noise, non-linearity of 

both camera and projector, and non-uniform reflection of intensities.  These factors were 

dealt in the practical experiment of this study.  The practical experiment technique, factors 

affect the correctness of practical result, and methods of dealing with these factors are 

going to be discussed in the next chapter.  
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5 Chapter 5 

Practical Experiment of Triangular Fringe Projection Technique 

This chapter presents the needed steps for practical 3D measurements using the proposed 

technique.  This includes: triangular fringe patterns generation and projection, capturing 

the reflected image, image enhancement, and lastly heights calculations and 

reconstruction of object surface. 

5.1 System Analysis and Experiment Procedure 

A new technique has been examined and tested in the current study.  The proposed system 

consists of a PC and a projector to project the fringe patterns, it also has a camera which 

is placed in a perpendicular position of the object to capture the reflected image as shown 

in Figure 5.1.  There is an angle between the camera and the projector which is called the 

angle of projection.  Triangular fringe patterns are projected on the object surface by the 

projector to test the technique of this study. 

 
Figure 5.1: The system proposed for triangular fringe projection technique. 
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It should be clarified that the mathematical derivation for the presented technique 

assumed a collimated light is projected from the projector.  However, this is really not 

true, the light rays coming from the projector are not parallel, but conical, see Figure 5.2.  

 

 

Figure 5.2: Ideal projector VS real projector rays. 

Because of this problem, the mathematical derivation would not work correctly, but we 

can reduce the effect of this problem by projecting the beam first at a flat plane then at 

the object under test.  By applying the algorithm to both cases and then subtracting the 

height distribution of the flat plane from that of the object we get the real height 

distribution for the object. 

The first step in this technique is generating triangular fringe patterns to project them on 

the targeted plane by a projector.  Then, the reflected image should be captured and loaded 

to a PC for processing.  Image enhancement and noise removal techniques should be 

applied to the captured image; and then, calculations of triangular fringe projection 

technique should be applied to calculate each pixel height.  Each step that is mentioned 
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above should be applied on two planes.  The first plane is the targeted object surface 

plane, while the second plane is a flat surface used as a reference plane.  The depth 

between these two planes is calculated to eliminate the distortion in the projector 

described earlier.  Finally the whole object is reconstructed.  The research design will 

pass through different steps which are shown in Figure 5.3. 

 
Figure 5.3: The proposed algorithm steps. 

MATLAB software was used for programming purposes needed. 

5.1.1 Triangular Fringe Generation and Projection, and Image Acquisition 

Triangular fringe patterns in gray colour with intensity between (30) and (220) and period 

of 32 pixels were generated by using MATLAB software.  Number of trials which were 

done in the current study showed that these parameters give the best performance.  After 

fringe patterns generation, these patterns were projected onto the targeted object and onto 

the reference plane which should be flat. Then the reflected image of the object and 

reference planes modulated by fringe patterns were captured by the camera.  See Figure 

5.4 which is an example of triangular fringe patterns generated by MATLAB software.  
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These patterns have the same parameter values (intensity between 30 and 220 and period 

of 32 pixel). 

 
Figure 5.4: Triangular fringe patterns generated for projection. 

5.1.2 Image Pre-processing 

After capturing the image; the image should be prepared for the algorithm of heights 

calculations.  The algorithm cannot be applied immediately after capturing the image 

because the image will suffer from noise and maybe not suitable in size …etc.  There are 

several sources of noise such as projector light noise, camera noise, camera and projector 

flicker, and shadows in the picture which could happen due to the nature of the object (Li 

et al., 2003).  The used objects in this study were painted by white to reduce the effect of 

noise and to reflect the most actual intensity since the white is the most suitable color for 

light reflection (Al-Hamdan and Hamad, 2008).  The practical experiment was performed 

in a dark room to reduce effect of ambient light.  To prepare the image it should pass 

throw several steps of preprocessing for image enhancement and noise removal.  Firstly, 

the image should be cropped to suitable size and with area covering the targeted object.  

Secondly, the image should be converted into gray image since the camera used in this 

study captures images in colors (RGB), but the proposed algorithm deals with gray levels 
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and does not deal with colors,.  Finally, image enhancement and noise removal techniques 

are applied.  In this research the proposed weighted mean filter was used, which computes 

the average value of the neighbor pixels with a specific weights for each pixel.  The filter 

performs averaging but tries to keep edges as discussed previously in chapter 4 section 2.  

This depends on how far the pixel to the targeted pixel to be calculated.  Moreover, setting 

this average value to the targeted pixel which leads to smooth the image, keep edges 

intensity values appropriate for the reconstruction algorithm to work correctly, and make 

the change of intensity between adjacent pixels more effective for calculation because it 

limits the distortion inherited from digital projector and digital camera.  Image pre-

processing steps are shown in Figure 5.5. 

 
Figure 5.5: Image pre-processing steps. 

It is worthy to mention here that the selected objects of this study should have a nature 

which does not suffer from sharp edges.  Sharp edges in the object induces shadow after 

projection of fringe patterns.  So, the fringe patterns will not reach each point in the object; 

thus, some points will not reflect the required intensity of fringe patterns on these points 

which will make all calculations wrong on these points and to all points after them in the 
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same line (Lu et al., 2015).  Figure 5.6 illustrates the problem of shadow in the objects 

that having sharp edges. 

Our algorithm currently works only with smoothly changing profiles.  Also, it is 

recommended to deal with shadow areas (in case that happened) by image processing 

techniques, and predict the supposed values of intensity, in case that the projection 

patterns reach shadow points for all points in the shadow area. 

 
Figure 5.6: Cube object form a shadow due to its nature ( the black area indicates 

shadow area). 

5.1.3 Height Calculations 

After enhancing image and removing noise; the image is ready for the proposed algorithm 

on it.  Equation (10) and equation (18) were used, which are found and proved in chapter 

three to calculate the height of each pixel in the captured image starting from left to right 

depending on the changing of intensity for each pixel and its previous pixel until reaching 

the final pixel in the line.  Then, repeating these calculations in similar way to all lines.  

After this, the heights of all pixels are calculated in the image and the object is 

reconstructed. 
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5.1.4 Depth Calculation 

The heights of reference surface (which should be a 0 height) and for object surface 

should be calculated.  After calculating all pixels heights of the object and reference 

surfaces, the depth between the two surfaces should be taken to eliminate distortion in the 

projector as follow: 

 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 −  𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 (21) 

Height represents the reconstructed object which needs to be calibrated. 

5.1.5 Calibration Process 

After the depth calculation process, the object is reconstructed but the dimensions will 

not be the same of the real object due to the projector and camera properties.  In addition 

the calculations based on pixels not on centimeters.  Hence the calibration process is used 

to calculate the real dimensions of the object. 

X-axis represents the length of the object, while Y-axis represents the width of the object, 

and Z-axis represents the height of the object.   

X-axis can be calibrated to match the real length of the object by equation (22). 

 
𝑋𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ_𝑜𝑓_𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡

𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒_𝑜𝑓_𝑋_𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠
 (22) 

Y-axis can be calibrated by equation (23). 
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𝑌𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ_𝑜𝑓_𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡

𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒_𝑜𝑓_𝑌_𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠
 (23) 

Moreover, Z-axis is calculated in the same way.  However, the maximum height in the 

reconstructed object differs from line to another.  So, the average maximum height is 

calculated to use it for Z-axis calibration.  See equation (24) and equation (25). 

 
𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒_𝑜𝑓_𝐻 =

∑ max (ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠)

𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒_𝑜𝑓_𝑌_𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠
 (24) 

 
𝑍𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡_𝑜𝑓_𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡

𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒_𝑜𝑓_𝐻
 (25) 

One object is needed to calibrate the other object.  These calibration parameters are 

calculated from the first object in this study (triangular shaped object) and applied to the 

second object (curved shaped object) to calibrate it.  So from the first object we can 

calculate the parameters of calibration which are used to convert the second object 

dimensions from pixels to centimeters in all directions (length, width, and heights). 
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5.1.6 Algorithm steps 

Figure 5.7 summarizes all needed steps in the proposed algorithm. 

 
Figure 5.7: proposed algorithm needed steps. 

5.2 System Setup 

In this study, a setup consists of three wooden pieces (two boards and a small table).  A 

projector, a camera, and a personal computer were used as shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9.  
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The first wooden board was used as a base for the targeted object for projecting fringe 

patterns on it.  It was painted white to enhance the reflection of intensities.  The second 

board was used as a floor base for the projector, camera, and computer.  Furthermore, it 

was used to set the angle of projection between the projector and the camera by the lines 

which were drawn on the board to indicate the angle between the projector and the 

camera. The camera was placed perpendicularly with the targeted object and the projector 

was placed with an angle of 10 and 15 degrees with the camera (experiment trials for 10 

degrees and other trials for 15 degrees);  the experiments indicated that an angle of 15 

degrees give better results.  The small table was used to elevate up the plane of camera, 

and projector.  The personal computer was used to generate fringe patterns.  The projector 

was used to project the generated fringe patterns to the targeted object.  The camera was 

used for acquisition process by capturing the reflected images after projection.  Figure 

5.8 shows the drawn lines on the base board for angles between camera and projector.  

Figure 5.9 shows the used setup in the proposed technique. 

 

Figure 5.8: The drawn lines on the base board for angles between camera and projector. 
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Figure 5.9: The used setup in the proposed technique. 

5.3 Equipment specifications  

The used projector is Optoma HD141X.  The specifications of this projector are shown 

in table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: The specifications of Optoma HD141X projector. 

Optoma HD141X 

Display technology DLP 

Native Resolution 1080p 1920 x 1080 

Brightness 3,000 ANSI lumens 

Contrast 20,000:1 

Zoom type 

 

1.1x Manual 

Projection lens F/2.5~2.67; f=21.9~24mm, 1.1x Manual Zoom 

Projection screen size 1.06 - 7.67m (41.8" - 300") Diagonal 16:9 

Displayable colors 1073.4 Million 
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The used camera is Samsung wb800f.  The specifications of this camera are shown in 

table 5.2. 

Table 5.2: The specifications of Samsung wb800f camera. 

Samsung wb800f 

Sensor Type 1/2.3″ (Approx. 7.76mm) BSI CMOS 

Effective Pixel Approx. 16.3 Mega pixels 

Total pixels Approx. 17 Mega pixels 

Lens focal Length 
Samsung LENS 21x Zoom Lens f = 4.1 ~ 86.1mm 

(35mm film equivalent: 23 ~ 483mm) 

Optical Zoom 21x Optical Zoom 

Digital Zoom 
Still Image mode: 1x ~ 5x Play mode: 1x ~ 9.4x (depends 

on image size)* Intelli-zoom: 2x 

The used computer is hp ProBook 4540s.  The operating system is Windows 10.  

MATLAB R2014a was used for all programming purposes, such as generation of 

triangular fringe patterns, image processing and calculations for object reconstruction; in 

addition to visualization of reconstructed objects.  The specifications of this computer are 

shown in table 5.3. 

Table 5.3: The specifications of hp ProBook 4540s. 

hp ProBook 4540s 

RAM 4.00 GB 

Processor  Intel® core ™ i3-2370M CPU @ 2.40 GHz (4 CPUs),  

System type X86-based PC 
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5.4 Example of 3D Profilometry – Triangular shaped object 

In this section, the needed steps for 3D profilometry are clarified.  Every needed step for 

the reconstruction process is clarified by applying the proposed technique on triangular 

shape object as an example.  This object is used for calibrate the second object.  See 

Figure 5.10, the triangular shape has height of 2.5 cm, length of 15 cm, and width of 7 

cm.  MATLAB software was used for programming purposes.  

 

a) Side view 

 

b) Top view 

Figure 5.10: Triangular shape with side and top view. 

Four images were captured, the first one was the object image after projected triangular 

fringe patterns on it.  The second was an image of edges for the object which is needed 

for determining the edges of the periods to determine the corresponding slope value of 

each period; slope value of each period is calculated from the reference image and then 

assigned to the corresponding period in the object image.  Here, it should be expressed 

that the triangular fringe patterns periods need an additional edge on the half of each 

period, because the pattern is triangular and there are two slopes in each period (in theory, 

the slope of the first half = - the slope of the second half), see Figure 5.11.  The third 

image is the reference image which is captured after projecting the same triangular 

patterns (with the same period, angle and distance) on a flat surface.  The fourth image is 

the edges image for the flat surface which is needed for determining the period edges of 

the reference image to calculate slope values.  White objects and white surface were used 
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to enhance reflection which would give better images.  For projection, the triangular 

fringe patterns were used with maximum intensity of 220 and minimum intensity of 30, 

period of 32, and an angle of projection of 15 degrees. 

 

Figure 5.11: The two slopes in the same period in triangular fringe pattern. 

Figure 5.12 shows the used experiment setup of this study. 
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Figure 5.12: Experiment setup for image acquisition. 

5.4.1 Image Reading and Cropping 

In this experiment, the first step is reading the images; object image, reference image, 

edges of object image and edges of reference image.  Then the images were cropped in 

an appropriate size and they should be in the same size and area to make calculations for 

same areas.  See Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14. 

 

a) Object image with fringe patterns. 

 

b) Reference image with fringe 
patterns. 

Figure 5.13: Loading and cropping of fringes images. 
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a) Object edges image. 

 

b) Reference edges image. 

Figure 5.14: Loading and cropping of edges images. 

5.4.2 Convert Image to Gray Level 

After the images had been cropped, they were converted from RGB image to gray image 

because the proposed technique of this study works on gray intensities, and the camera 

used here records images in color format.  See Figures 5.15 and 5.16. 

 

a) Object image in gray level. 

 

b) Reference image in gray level. 

Figure 5.15: Fringes image in gray level. 

 

a) Object edges in gray level. 

 

b) Reference edges in gray level. 

Figure 5.16: Edges images in gray level. 
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5.4.3 Binarize Edges Images by Thresholding  

Object edges and reference edges images are binarized by thresholding to clarify edges 

locations.  See Figure 5.17. 

  
Figure 5.17: Binarize edges images by thresholding. 

5.4.4 Image Enhancement and Noise Removal 

The current study special 5 X 5 filter was applied on the two images (object and reference 

images) for removing noise and enhancing the images. See Figure 5.18. 

 

a) Filtered object image. 

 

b) Filtered reference image. 

Figure 5.18: Images after applying the filter. 

5.4.5 Load One Line 

Each line was worked individually, and applied the proposed algorithm of this study for 

line profilometry.  Finally these steps were repeated to all lines.  So, in this step one line 

was loaded from each image (should be the same line for all images) to work on it.  See 

Figures 5.19 and 5.20. 
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Figure 5.19: One line selection from object image at row 100 and their corresponding 

line intensity. 

 

 

Figure 5.20: One line selection from reference image at row 100 and their 

corresponding line intensity. 

And here as seen in Figure 5.20 triangular fringe patterns do not suffer from the abrupt 

change.  So, no need for curve fitting as in saw-tooth algorithm which reduces 

computations and makes the experiment of this study more accurate. 

5.4.6 Height Calculations 

In this step, the heights of the pixels on the worked line were calculated depending on the 

proposed algorithm and equation (10) and (18) for object image and reference image.  See 

Figure 5.21. 
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a) Reconstruction for one line of object 

plane. 

 

b) Reconstruction for one line of 

reference plane. 

Figure 5.21: Object and reference reconstruction for one line. 

5.4.7 Height Distribution 

After the heights for object image and reference image had been calculated individually, 

the depth of height was calculated to eliminate the distortion by subtracting the heights 

of the reference line from the heights of the object line. See Figure 5.22. 

 
Figure 5.22: Height distribution line. 
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5.4.8 Height Calculations for the Whole Object 

To calculate the heights of the whole object; the applied algorithm on the line 

profilometry was repeated to all lines in the image and then a mean filter was applied on 

the reconstructed object to enhance the result.  See Figure 5.23. 

 

Figure 5.23: Reconstructed object. 

5.4.9 Calibration process 

Finally the reconstructed object was calibrated.  The calibrated object is shown in Figure 

5.24. 

 
Figure 5.24: Reconstructed object after calibration. 
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Hence the needed steps to reconstruct objects by using the proposed techniques were 

illustrated. 

5.5 Practical Experiment result for curved paper object 

In the previous section, an example of practical experiment of triangular fringe patterns 

technique was expressed with details of needed steps.  The object was triangular shaped 

object.  Triangular fringe patterns were used for projection with period of 32, maximum 

intensity of 220, minimum intensity of 30, and angle of projection of 15 degree between 

the camera and the projector.  These parameters of the triangular fringe patterns showed 

the best results after trying many parameters to reach the best result.  So, the same 

parameters were used for the second object (curved paper), except the period of fringe 

patterns which was 16 with this object, because it presented better result than 32 period.  

The first object (triangular shaped) was used for calibrating the second object.  The second 

object is shown in Figure 5.25, and the visualization of the reconstruction result is shown 

in Figure 5.26. 

 

Figure 5.25: Curved paper object and its dimensions. 
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Figure 5.26: Visualization of the curved paper object after the reconstruction process. 
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6 Chapter 6 

Discussion 

In this study, simulation experiments have been done and worked successfully for the 

proposed technique.  The technique was able to reconstruct objects if the object shape has 

inclinations which do not suffer from the shadow problem (smoothly changing profile). 

In the real life there are many factors that affect the experiment performance such as 

noise, room light …etc.  In this study, many issues were detected which should be 

resolved in order to improve the performance of the proposed technique. 

The first and the main issue is the relocation of camera, projector, and/or object between 

one capture and another; which do exist due to low resources.  The proposed technique 

relies on capturing four images for each experiment of reconstruction as mentioned in 

chapter 4 (first image for the object with triangular fringe patterns, second image for the 

reference surface with triangular fringe patterns, third and fourth images for edges of the 

periods for object and reference surfaces).  As mentioned in chapter five, two wooden 

boards and one small table were used for the setup; the first board which is painted white 

was used as a base for the object to project triangular fringe patterns on it.  The second 

board was used as a base for the camera and the projector.  The small table was used to 

elevate up the plane of the camera and the projector.  None of the three pieces of setup 

are fixed in place.  Between one capture and another, a small relocation happened every 

time and this affected the performance of the experiment.  Best effort has been tried in 

this experiment to achieve fixed equipment and to prevent the relocation of them, but it 

is still not perfect.  The solution is using a special equipment which fixes the projector, 

camera, and object.  At the same time, these equipment can handle another problem which 

is the accurate setup for the angle of projection.  The proposed equipment should be 
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manufactured in a way that can set the angle of projection between the camera and the 

projector accurately.  Figure 6.1 shows an example of setup that can be used as a solution 

for these problems.  

 
Figure 6.1: Example of a fixed setup (Sansoni and Redaelli, 2005). 

Furthermore, the intensity values were different from capture to capture in the same 

experiment.  This is due to that the projector projects a video stream of fringe projection 

which is not fixed picture; this causes the camera to capture different frames of this video 

stream; especially that the camera exposure time is more than the single channel of 

projection.  Thus, synchronizing of the camera with the projector will reduce effect of 

this problem.  In addition, another problem faced us is averaging of intensity values on 

the periods edges.  Using better quality camera and projector will reduce effect of this 

problem and enhance the performance of the proposed technique.  Better camera and 

projector will decrease the effect of noise and can capture high resolution images. 

6.1 Comparing between Triangular and Saw-tooth Techniques in the 

Simulation Experiment  

The proposed technique is compared with saw-tooth technique that is proposed by AL-

Hamdan and Hamad (2008) in the ideal case.  Table 6.1 shows the difference between 

RMSE results in the ideal case for car roof, and semi-sphere objects.  The table indicates 
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that the proposed technique gives better RMSE result with the car roof object.  On 

contrary, it gives worse RMSE result with the semi-sphere object.  These results indicate 

that the nature of object affects the comparison between these two techniques.  

Furthermore, they indicate that the proposed technique works well with reconstructing 

objects and it can be an alternative of saw-tooth technique. 

Table 6.1: The difference between RMSE results in the ideal case for car roof, and 

semi-sphere objects. 

 Saw-tooth 

RMSE (Pixel) 

Triangular 

RMSE (Pixel) 

Car Roof 0.1001 0.0182 

Semi sphere 0.0910 0.1547 

 

6.2 Comparing between Triangular and Saw-tooth Techniques in the 

Practical Experiment  

As mentioned before, in real life there are many factors affect the performance of the 

reconstruction process.  The error of the proposed technique was calculated by the relation 

of RMSE.  It has an RMSE equals to 0.8997cm.  The saw-tooth technique which was 

applied by Al-Hiary (2015) has an RMSE equals to 0.5649cm which is better than the 

proposed technique.  Applying the proposed solutions of the issues which mentioned 

before; will enhance the results of the proposed algorithm and will reduce errors. 

On the other hand, the proposed algorithm was compared with Fourier transform and saw-

tooth algorithms in terms of processing time for completing one line profilometry for each 

one.  The needed steps for the one line profilometry are reading the images, converting 
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them to gray level, image enhancement and noise removal; in addition to height 

calculations. 

It is worthy to mention that the needed processing time differs from one machine to 

another, depending on the specifications of the machine (PC) that executes the program.  

Hence, to make a valuable comparison; the researcher should execute all algorithms on 

one machine to compare processing time of each algorithm.  In this study, the hp ProBook 

4540s PC was used in the experiment to compare algorithms.  Furthermore, the 

processing time differs from an execution to another even with the same machine; due to 

the changes of CPU usage with time.  So, five trials of executions have been performed 

for each algorithm to compute the average processing time.  Table 6.2 shows the 

processing time needed for the five executions of each algorithm along with the average 

processing time. 

Table 6.2: Comparing of processing time of different algorithms. 

Trial Triangular (s) Saw-tooth (s) Fourier Transform 

(s) 

1 0.913 2.091 2.721 

2 0.908 2.087 2.608 

3 0.917 2.112 2.629 

4 0.911 2.127 2.620 

5 0.900 2.165 2.626 

Average (s) 0.9098 2.1164 2.6408 
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Figure 6.2 shows the differences in processing time for one line profilometry between the 

three techniques. 

 
Figure 6.2: A comparison of processing time for the three techniques. 

The proposed algorithm speeds up the execution time by 2.326 relative to the saw-tooth 

algorithm.  This happens because we reduce the time needed for curve fitting in the saw-

tooth algorithm, in addition to write more effective code to enhance the speed.  Hence, 

the computations are significantly reduced in the proposed algorithm.  Figure 6.3 shows 

a comparison in speeding up of triangular algorithm relative to saw-tooth algorithm. 

 
Figure 6.3: A comparison in speeding up of triangular algorithm relative to saw-tooth 

algorithm. 
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6.3 Comparing the Used Computer with Several Computers in terms 

of Speed 

Different computers execute the same programs with different processing time due to 

their specifications which differ from one computer to another.  MATLAB software 

provides a function to compare the used computer with several computers in terms of 

speed.  The bench function of the MATLAB software measures the execution speed of 

the used computer to accomplish six different tasks; and comparing the speed result with 

speed of several computers.  Figure 6.4 shows the processing time for the used computer; 

in addition to the processing time of several computers for each task individually.  Figure 

6.5 shows the speed of the used computer; besides the speed of several computers.  The 

longest bar is the fastest computer; in contrary, the shortest bar is the slowest computer. 

 
Figure 6.4: the processing time for the used computers and for several computers for 

each task individually. 
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Figure 6.5: the speed of the used computer and the speed of several computers. 

Hence, the use of Linux (64-bit) 3.47 GHz Intel Xeon can speed up the execution time of 

the proposed algorithm by 1.93.  Furthermore, using a special machine which works as 

an embedded system for the proposed algorithm will enhance the result of speed; since 

the CPU will work on just one task.  If this embedded system was used, there would be 

another proposed ideas for speeding up the execution, such as the need of capturing and 

reading the reference surface and the edges of this surface images; in addition to their 

calculations will be eliminated. Thus, they will be captured, read, and calculated only one 

time, and the outcomes of this image will be used for all tested objects.  Thus, the 

execution time will be reduced; especially, the needed time of reading image function 

takes long time. 
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7 Chapter 7 

Conclusion, and Future Works 

7.1 Conclusion 

3D shape measurement techniques are widely used.  In this study, triangular fringe 

projection technique has been studied and tested.  In conclusion, a summary of findings 

are listed below: 

 The triangular fringe patterns technique works successfully in the 

simulation experiment; which indicates that the computations of the 

technique successfully reconstruct objects. 

 The root mean square error of the simulation experiment is relatively low 

which can be ignored. 

 The triangular fringe patterns technique works fine in the practical 

experiment.  However, it needs more work to increase the accuracy of the 

experiment; such as fixing the equipment of the experiment setup. 

 Image enhancement and noise removal technique, such as the weighted 

mean filter can enhance the results of 3D profilometry. 

 The triangular fringe patterns technique improves the computations of the 

3D profilometry, it was proved in this study that triangular fringe patterns 

do not suffer from sharp drop like saw-tooth fringe patterns; which reduces 

the computations needed for 3D profilometry. 

 The triangular fringe patterns speeds up the execution time by 2.326 

relative to the saw-tooth algorithm. 
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 The best performance of speed will be achieved if a special computer, with 

good specifications, used for only the proposed technique as an embedded 

system. 

7.2 Future Works 

 Implementing a special setup; which can fix the projector, camera, and the 

object in the location.  Furthermore, using high quality projector and 

camera. 

 Take into consideration the synchronization between projector, and 

camera when capturing images. 

 Developing an embedded system for the practical experiment.  Thus the 

computer will only work on the triangular fringe patterns technique. 

 Using C language instead of MATLAB for programming purposes, 

because the C language takes less time in executing functions than 

MATLAB. 
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قياس طبوغرافية سطح جسم عن طريق اسقاط نمط ضوئي على 

مثلثشكل   
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 ملخص

شكاا  لاثلي  الأعاا  ستخدم  ي  اكايي  ن  اكخبيياا  ني  اكخا   لى  الأستا    اكخبيياا  اكناالي    حدم قياس الأ

اكخاايا  اكماخممة لى  اسااط نمط ضوئ  لى  اكجتم اكم ا  قياس حعاا ه   ي   ه  اشكه  اكخاايا  اكمتخدمن  ي  ذكك

ناظم لى  اكجتم اكهم ،   ن  لم سخم اكخااط اكنورة اكمااات    تحىيىها عوادمة هذه اكخااي  سخم إسااط نمط ضوئ  

مسمة تاخمم لى  شكمة الاضاءة تم تبوس  تااي  سن  لمة ط ق لالا ة عااء اكجتم اكياثل  الأعاا    ي  هذه اكمراس ، 

كح  عاض اكمشاك  اكخ  دنىت ي  تااي  ساعا   تتخدم  نمط ضوئ  لى  شكا  حساان اكماشار   هذه اكخااي  تاخمم 

لى  اسااط نمط ضوئ  لى  شكا  نيىث   نجمول  ن  اكخاايا  اسخدمنت كخحتي  اكنور اكمىخاب    ازاك  اكضوضاء 

اسخدما  اكاواني  ع اكم ا  قياس طيوغ اييخه  اكنور اكمحتا  كحتاب ارتفالا  اكجتم سخم تحىيلاها كخحتي  اكاخائج   

اكميىيي    ي  هذه اكمراس  تم اس اء تج ع  نحاكاة   تج ع  اخ ى لمىي  لاخخيار اكخااي  اكجمسمة   ي  تج ع  اكمحاكاة 

  ى  داكخي : اكحاك  الأ ك  داك  خاكي  نلتم اخخيار اكخااي  لى  لاثل  حستا  ذا  اسبح تغي ا  ارتفالاتها سىت  

  يستا  اكمحاكاة ضوضاء   عياما تم اسخدما  ستمي  آخ س  نشاعهي  لأاكضوضاء   اكحاك  اكياني  نع اضاي  

كمام  ن شكح اتم تنميم ن شكح كخحتي  اكنور اكمىخاب  كخاب  نخيج  حيض    هو     اكدنائص ي  اكخج ع  اكامىي  

 سخبالت الا ة عااء الأستا  الاصىي  كمرس  نايوك ،   كان اكجذر اكخ عيا  كمام  ن عع الأخباءا اكخااي اكم سح   

(RMSE)  مط لاسااط اكا سهاز ل ض ستخدم  ييها ي  تج ع  اكمحاكاة قىي  نتييا   اسضا تم لم  تج ع  لمىي

زس  تد   داسب اك  لانشاء اكامط اكضوئ    اكضوئ ، اك  تنوس  لاكخااط اكنورة اكمااات  ل  اكجتم اكهم ،

ر ذيم  اكج، قنتييااكنورة اكمااات    نااكجخها   تحىيىها   نخيج  الا ة اكيااء ي  اكجزء اكامى  كانت غي  ن ضي  

نتي  اك  اكخااي   2.326   اكخااي  اكجمسمة سَ لت  قت اكخافيذ عمامار 0.8997اكخ عيا  كمام  ن عع الأخباء كانت 

كجميع  MATLAB  تتخدم  نمط ضوئ  لى  شكا  حساان اكماشار ي  اكجزء اكامى   تم اسخدما  ع نجي  اكخ

 انشاء اكامط اكضوئ     اكخ الأغ اض اكي نجي  ي  هذه اكمراس  ني  تافيذ تج ع  اكمحاكاة، 


